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I have been a huge proponent of bodyweight training 
for a number of years and when learned that Drew 
Baye recently released a book totally dedicated to 
this type of training, I became very intrigued. Drew’s 
latest work, Project: Kratos - named for the Greek 
god of strength and power – is a bodyweight high 
intensity training program designed to maximize   
full-body strength, conditioning, and body 
composition. With safety, efficiency and little or no 
equipment as a basis for his book, Drew worked to 
develop a program that goes beyond the average 
application most people are accustomed to. Those of 
you who are familiar with Drew's writings, videos and 
other projects know how thorough he is in his 
research and the manner in which he conveys every 
nuance. Trust me when I tell you, no stone goes 
unturned in Kratos and to say I'm impressed would 
be an understatement. 

Fred: Drew, your new work, "Project: Kratos Program Handbook" is a collection of valuable 

information based solely on bodyweight training, but it is much different than the typical 

bodyweight books that we see today. Can you explain to our readers how Kratos differentiates 

itself from other books such as "Convict Conditioning", "The Naked Warrior" and others like 

them? 

 

Drew: The biggest differences between Project: Kratos and most bodyweight training programs 

are the focus on efficient muscular loading as opposed to just “repping out” and the use of a 

lever and timing modulation system to scale exercise difficulty instead of typical exercise 

progressions. It is the application of high intensity training principles to bodyweight exercise 

performance and programming, not the typical calisthenics and plyometrics stuff most people 

are doing.  

Fred: In my opinion, exercises such as pushups, chin-ups and bodyweight squats are highly 

undervalued and underrated as a strength builder and muscle developer. As you were 

developing Kratos, working with your clients and training yourself with bodyweight 
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movements, what aspects really stood out about this type of training? 

 

Drew: The thing that stood out most was how intense the exercises could be with a few 

performance tweaks and the proper mindset. When I set out to develop the scaling system one 

of my concerns was whether it would be possible to make some of the exercises demanding 

enough for stronger trainees, but with some experimentation I found any exercise could be 

made as intense as a trainee could stand it.  

If you watch most people work out 

you’ll see them doing all sorts of 

things which make exercises easier. 

They move too quickly, they avoid or 

rush through the harder parts of the 

range of motion, they stop and rest 

where possible, and they position 

themselves and move in a way that 

minimizes the tension on the muscles 

they are supposed to be working. 

They’re focusing on moving the 

heaviest weight or doing as many 

reps as they can, but it’s not about weight or reps, it’s about tension and metabolic stress. 

They’re thinking about using their muscles to do something to the weight instead of thinking 

about using the weight to do something to their muscles. If you do the exact opposite, slow 

down, spend most or all of your time in the harder parts of the range of motion, stop and hold 

or squeeze where it is hardest to do so, and use body positioning and movement that 

maximizes the tension on the target muscles, you won’t be able to lift as much or do as many 

reps, but you’ll have an exercise that is both harder and safer. 

Once you’re able to get someone to do this the challenge is no longer making the exercise hard 

enough, but keeping them from loosening up their form to make it easier as they approach 

muscular failure.  

 

Fred: I really like this approach, Drew, as you are using less compressive forces but maximizing 

muscle stimulation – a win, win. 

 

 An interesting aspect of bodyweight training is that people tend to view bodyweight exercises 

differently than machine or barbell/dumbbell based movements. As you just mentioned, 

people tend to rush through the movement which, as we know, is a huge mistake. Tell us more 

about your thoughts on how these bodyweight exercises should be executed and why. 



Drew: As a general rule, people should lift and lower slowly enough to be able to reverse 

direction smoothly, to maintain correct body positioning, and to be able to focus on intensely 

contracting the targeted muscle groups. Reversing direction smoothly, especially at the lower 

turnaround between the negative and positive, is especially important. You should accelerate 

so slowly as you begin the positive that if someone were watching they should have a hard time 

telling you started moving at all. If you’ve ever watched how a cat moves when they’re trying to 

sneak up on something you have an idea of how slowly you should move. 

 

Fred: I imagine there were some hurdles to prevail over with developing a bodyweight only 

training program for the masses. One issue, in particular, is the vast array of strength levels and 

the inability to adjust a fixed weight. I particularly like the protocol scaling system that you 

devised to help overcome this issue. Can you elaborate on this and give our readers some 

examples of the application?  

Drew: The resistance your muscles work against during an exercise is mainly a product of 

weight and lever. If you can’t change the weight you have to change the lever if you want to 

increase or decrease the resistance. You can’t change the position of the body during an 

exercise too much to do this, or you end up doing a different exercise altogether, but you can 

change the portion of the range of motion you use, either emphasizing the portion where the 

average lever is larger or shorter to increase or decrease the resistance. In addition to adjusting 

the range of motion you can increase or decrease the average resistance you encounter over 

time by changing the time spent at or near the positions of maximum or minimum lever.  

Whether they are aware of it or not, people do this all the time to make exercises easier. The 

squat is a great example. Most people stick to the easier upper half of the range of motion 

where the average lever against the hip and 

leg extensors is smaller, they bounce back up 

spending as little time as possible where the 

lever is a little larger, and stop to rest at the 

top where it is easiest. This allows them to 

use a lot more weight, which does nothing to 

make the exercise more effective while 

increasing the compression on the spine. If 

you want to make the exercise harder you do 

the opposite, stick to the bottom half, going 

all the way down to parallel then holding that 

position motionless for a few seconds before very slowly starting the positive – so slowly it 

takes almost a full second or two just to travel the first inch – then immediately but slowly 



reversing direction when you’ve only gone half way back up. When done correctly it makes the 

exercise so much harder that body weight is all most people require.  

Fred: What I think I like most about this book is how you developed a matrix to explain the five 

levels of difficulty so that virtually anyone can safely and progressively use almost any 

bodyweight exercise. As an example of your scaling system for our readers, how would you 

advise a trainee with the following scenario: the trainee can perform four full ROM (Range of 

Motion) chin-ups using your controlled performance recommendations. Your suggestions for 

safe and effective training are to achieve 8-12 repetitions using what is approximately 3-4 

seconds for both the concentric and eccentric phase of the movement with a brief pause in the 

contracted position. In this scenario, this leaves this trainee falling short of achieving his TUL 

(Time Under Load) so what would be an option for this individual and how would you suggest 

he approach progression? 

 

Drew: If a person could only do four full ROM chin-ups, I would have them stick with the easier 

portion of the range of motion until they could perform 12 repetitions that way, then attempt 

full ROM again. As you mentioned, the book contains guidelines for which level in the scaling 

system a person should use based on how many full ROM reps they are, to make it harder or 

easier depending on their strength. 

Fred: So Drew, as we dig deeper into bodyweight training, I imagine those reading this are 

getting excited about the potential bodyweight training can offer them if they didn’t know 

already. At the same time, I would think it would make them wonder why the hell they even 

have a gym membership or what use they may have for their own equipment. Both of us know 

that implementing bodyweight training doesn't have to be an either or scenario (but could be), 

so please share your thoughts on how a trainee can apply this approach into their overall 

training program. 

Drew: Even if a person is currently training with free weights or machines and is happy with 

their progress they would benefit from incorporating a few bodyweight exercises into their 

workout. When all you have to work with is your body weight it forces you to learn to use it 

more efficiently, and I think this can translate into more effective use of free weights and 

machines. This has probably been the biggest lesson I’ve learned from this project, that most 

people don’t use free weights or machines anywhere near as effectively as they are capable of. 

Bodyweight training is ideal for people who travel frequently where they don’t have access to a 

gym, or prefer to work out at home but don’t have the room or budget for a big free weight set 

up or machines. If you’ve got some empty floor space and a place to mount a chin up bar, 

you’ve got everything you need to train effectively. 



Fred: Well it’s obvious that you personally and professionally find bodyweight exercise to be 

extremely profitable, so much so that not only did you write this book, but you also spent time 

constructing a stand-alone unit to encompass all the exercises and more that are described in 

“Kratos”. Tell us more about this project which you have aptly named UXS. 

 

Drew: A few years ago I was training clients in our home gym, and although I had a Nautilus 

Omni Multi-Exercise and a power rack with a chin up bar and adjustable dipping bars I didn’t 

like either of them for chin-ups or dips. I didn’t like any of the commercial chin-up and dip 

stations I looked at either, so I considered having the chin-up and pull-up bars and the dipping 

handles on the Nautilus OME modified, but eventually decided on designing my own station 

instead. I figured that way I could get exactly what I wanted and design additional functionality 

no other bodyweight stations had, like rowing bars, a curved heel raise step, and a padded 

roller which is useful for a variety of exercises. 

 

It can be used to perform dozens of dynamic and isometric bodyweight exercises working all 

the major muscle groups. You’ve got the standards like chin-ups and dips and various pull-ups, 

and push-ups, as well as bars for rows which you don’t usually see in bodyweight stations. 

There are also angled handles at the 

bottom of the frame for “pike” push-ups, 

which are safer than handstand push-ups 

for the shoulders and can be more easily 

scaled to people of different strength 

levels. The handles are more secure and 

comfortable for the wrists than doing 

pike push-ups on the floor and allow 

more range of motion, and the rounded 

heel raise step doubles as a foot brace for 

pike push-ups so you don’t have to worry 

about your feet sliding either. 

 

The chin-up bar is angled for a more comfortable grip, and the pull-up bars, dip bars, rowing 

bars, and push up bars are angled to allow for a variety of grip widths to accommodate larger or 

smaller people. I’ve trained guys as tall as 6’3” and as heavy as 280 pounds on it, and I train a 

bikini competitor on it who just under 5’ tall is and only about 90 pounds, and it fits all of them. 

 

The angle of the bars also encourages the arms to move in planes that are angled forward of 

the frontal plane during pull-ups, which makes them easier on the shoulders, and is more 

comfortable for the wrists during dipping. 

http://baye.com/uxs-exercise-demo/


The padded roller can be used to support the body during a variety of exercises like hack 

squats, trunk extensions, reverse hyperextensions, leg curls, leg extensions, to change the angle 

of the body during some types of push-ups and rows, and for various isometric exercises. I’ve 

been training on it for over two years now and I’m still finding new ways to use it. It is on a 

moveable arm that locks in place during use and can be opened and swung out of the way for 

chin-ups, heel raises, and other exercises. 

 

The UXS – an acronym for “ultimate exercise station” – came before Project: Kratos. The 

original goal of the project was to develop a protocol and program for people who bought the 

UXS, but it evolved into a more general bodyweight training program as I found myself teaching 

how to apply the protocol to gym and phone clients for use when traveling where they didn’t 

have access to a gym or time to get to one. 

Fred: That’s a pretty interesting turn of events.  

So in developing these training programs, can you offer our readers an example of a basic yet 

effective workout a person can perform using bodyweight only? 

Drew: The basic workout, (which is named Kratos), consists of one set each of the following, 

which should be done with as little rest between exercises as you can stand: 

1. Chin-Up  

2. Push-Up  

3. Squat  

4. Inverted Row  

5. Pike Push-Up  

6. Prone Trunk Extension  

7. Crunch  

8. Heel Raise  

9. TSC Neck Extension  

10. TSC Neck Flexion 

 

When done on the UXS I substitute either hip raise or reverse hyperextension for prone trunk 

extension. The book covers full-body and body-part specialization workouts and each workout 

contains recommended substitutions for exercises requiring equipment when no equipment is 

available. 

 

Fred: What I really like, Drew is how you looked at the problem first then worked on supplying 

a solution. You did this with your scaling strength protocol and you also took into consideration 



that people aren’t always going to have access to a chinning bar or a dip station and the like 

and you made very solid recommendations to overcome these type scenarios. I also 

appreciated the inclusion of static holds and timed static contractions as another means of 

using one’s body. Honestly, if anyone ever says they can’t get a solid workout in they obviously 

never read Kratos. 

All of this has been tremendously insightful, not only into the world of bodyweight exercise but 

training in general. Thank you very much for your time and please let our readers know where 

they can purchase "Project: Kratos" and find out more about UXS. 

Drew: Fred, you’re welcome. It’s been my pleasure. If people are interested in learning more 

about the UXS they can visit www.baye.com/store/uxs and the Project: Kratos program 

handbook can be purchased at www.baye.com/store/project-kratos/. 

If anyone has questions for Drew regarding Kratos, UXS and bodyweight training, feel free to 

contact him at drew@baye.com 
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